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Abstract

English. The huge amount of informa-

tion streaming from online social network-

ing is increasingly attracting the interest

of researchers on sentiment analysis on

micro-blogging platforms. We provide an

overview on the open challenges of senti-

ment analysis on Italian tweets. We dis-

cuss methodological issues as well as new

directions for investigation with particu-

lar focus on sentiment analysis of tweets

containing figurative language and entity-

based sentiment analysis of micro-posts.

Italiano. L’enorme quantità di infor-

mazione presente nei social media at-

tira sempre più l’attenzione della ricerca

in sentiment analysis su piattaforme di

micro-blogging. In questo articolo si

fornisce una panoramica sui problemi

aperti riguardo l’analisi del sentimento

di tweet in italiano. Si discute di

problemi metodologici e nuove direzioni

di ricerca, con particolare attenzione

all’analisi della polarità di tweet conte-

nenti linguaggio figurato e riguardo speci-

fiche entità nel micro-testo.

1 Introduction

Flourished in the last decade, sentiment analysis

is the study of the subjectivity and polarity (posi-

tive vs. negative) of a text (Pang and Lee, 2008).

Traditionally, sentiment analysis techniques have

been successfully exploited for opinionated cor-

pora, such as news (Wiebe et al., 2005) or re-

views (Hu and Liu, 2004). With the worldwide

diffusion of social media, sentiment analysis on

micro-blogging (Pak and Paroubek, 2010) is now

regarded as a powerful tool for modelling socio-

economic phenomena (O’Connor et al., 2010;

Jansen et al., 2009).

The success of the tasks of sentiment analy-

sis on Twitter at SemEval since 2013 (Nakov et

al., 2013; Rosenthal et al., 2014; Rosenthal et al.,

2015) attests this growing trend (on average, 40

teams per year participated). In 2014, Evalita also

successfully opens a track on sentiment analysis

with SENTIPOLC, the task on sentiment and po-

larity classification of Italian Tweets (Basile et al.,

2014). With 12 teams registered, SENTIPOLC

was the most popular task at Evalita 2014, con-

firming the great interest of the NLP community

in sentiment analysis on social media, also in Italy.

In a world where e-commerce is part of our

everyday life and social media platforms are re-

garded as new channels for marketing and for fos-

tering trust of potential customers, such great in-

terest in opinion mining from Twitter isn’t surpris-

ing. In this scenario, what is also rapidly gain-

ing more and more attention is being able to mine

opinions about specific aspects of objects. In-

deed, interest in Aspect Based Sentiment Analy-

sis (ABSA) is increasing, and SemEval dedicates

now a full task to this problem, since 2014 (Pon-

tiki et al., 2014). Given a target of interest (e.g.,

a product or a brand), ABSA traditionally aimed

at summarizing the content of users’ reviews in

several commercial domains (Hu and Liu, 2004;

Ganu et al., 2013; Thet et al., 2010). In the con-

text of ABSA, an interesting task is represented

by finer-grained assignment of sentiment to enti-

ties. To this aim, mining information from micro-

blogging platforms also involves reliably identi-

fying entities in tweets. Hence, entity linking on

twitter is gaining attention, too (Guo et al., 2013).

Based on the above observations, we discuss

open issues in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose

an extension of the SENTIPOLC task for Evalita

2016 by also introducing entity-based sentiment

analysis as well as polarity detection of messages

containing figurative language. Finally, we dis-

cuss the feasibility of our proposal in Section 4.
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2 Open Challenges

From an applicative perspective, microposts com-

prise an invaluable wealth of data, ready to be

mined for training predictive models. Analysing

the sentiment conveyed by microposts can yield

a competitive advantage for businesses (Jansen et

al., 2009) and mining opinions about specific as-

pects of entities being discussed is of paramount

importance in this sense. Beyond the pure com-

mercial application domain, analysis of microp-

osts can serve to gain crucial insights about politi-

cal sentiment and election results (Tumasjan et al.,

2010), political movements (Starbird and Palen,

2012), and health issues (Michael J. Paul, 2011).

By including explicit reference to entities,

ABSA could broaden its impact beyond its

traditional application in the commercial do-

main. While classical ABSA focus on the senti-

ment/opinion with respect to a particular aspect,

entity-based sentiment analysis (Batra and Rao,

2010) tackles the problem of identifying the sen-

timent about an entity, for example a politician,

a celebrity or a location. Entity-based sentiment

analysis is a topic which has been unexplored in

evaluation campaigns for Italian, and which could

gain the interest of the NLP community.

Another main concern is the correct polarity

classification of tweets containing figurative lan-

guage such as irony, metaphor, or sarcasm (Karoui

et al., 2015). Irony has been explicitly addressed

so far in both the Italian and the English (Ghosh et

al., 2015) evaluation campaigns. In particular, in

the SENTIPOLC irony detection task, participants

were required to develop systems able to decide

whether a given message was ironic or not. In a

more general vein, the SemEval task invited par-

ticipants to deal with different forms of figurative

language and the goal of the task was to detect

polarity of tweets using it. In both cases, partic-

ipant submitted systems obtaining promising per-

formance. Still, the complex relation between sen-

timent and figurative use of language needs to be

further investigated. While, in fact, irony seems to

mainly act as a polarity reverser, other linguistic

devices might impact sentiment in different ways.

Traditional approaches to sentiment analy-

sis treat the subjectivity and polarity detection

mainly as text classification problems, exploiting

machine-learning algorithms to train supervised

classifiers on human-annotated corpora. Senti-

ment analysis on micro-blogging platforms poses

new challenges due to the presence of slang, mis-

spelled words, hashtags, and links, thus inducing

researchers to define novel approaches that include

consideration of micro-blogging features for the

sentiment analysis of both Italian (Basile et al.,

2014) and English (Rosenthal et al., 2015) tweets.

Looking at the reports of the SemEval task since

2013 and of the Evalita challenge in 2014, we ob-

serve that almost all submitted systems relied on

supervised learning.

Despite being in principle agnostic with respect

to language and domain, supervised approaches

are in practice highly domain-dependent, as sys-

tems are very likely to perform poorly outside the

domain they are trained on (Gamon et al., 2005).

In fact, when training classification models, it is

very likely to include consideration of terms that

associate with sentiment because of the context of

use. It is the case, for example, of political de-

bates, where names of countries afflicted by wars

might be associated to negative sentiments; anal-

ogous problems might be observed for the tech-

nology domain, where killer features of devices

referred in positive reviews by customers usu-

ally become obsolete in relatively short periods of

time (Thelwall et al., 2012). While representing a

promising answer to the cross-domain generaliz-

ability issue of sentiment classifiers in social web

(Thelwall et al., 2012), unsupervised approaches

have not been exhaustively investigated and repre-

sent an interesting direction for future research.

3 Task Description

Entity linking and sentiment analysis on Twitter

are challenging, attractive, and timely tasks for the

Italian NLP community. The previously organised

task within Evalita which is closest to what we

propose is SENTIPOLC 2014 (Basile et al., 2014).

However, our proposal differs in two ways. First,

sentiment should be assigned not only at the mes-

sage level but also to entities found in the tweet.

This also implies that entities must be first recog-

nised in each single tweet, and we expect systems

also to link them to a knowledge base. The sec-

ond difference has to do with the additional irony

layer that was introduced in SENTIPOLC. Rather

than dealing with irony only, we propose a figu-

rative layer, that encompasses irony and any other

shifted sentiment.

The entity linking task and the entity-based po-

larity annotation subtask of the sentiment analysis
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Figure 1: Task organization scheme

task can be seen as separate or as a pipeline, for

those who want to try develop an end-to-end sys-

tem, as depicted in Fig. 1.

3.1 Task 1 - Entity Detection and Linking

The goal of entity linking is to automatically ex-

tract entities from text and link them to the cor-

responding entries in taxonomies and/or knowl-

edge bases as DBpedia or Freebase. Only very

recently, entity linking in Twitter is becoming a

popular tasks for evaluation campaigns (see Bald-

win et al. (2015)).

Entity detection and linking tasks are typically

organized in three stages: 1) identification and typ-

ing of entity mention in tweets; 2) linking of each

mention to an entry in a knowledge-base repre-

senting the same real world entity, or NIL in case

such entity does not exist; 3) cluster all NIL enti-

ties which refer to the same entity.

3.2 Task 2 - Message Level and Entity-Based

Sentiment Analysis

The goal of the SENTIPOLC task at Evalita 2014

was the sentiment analysis at a message level on

Italian tweets. SENTIPOLC was organized so as

to include subjectivity and polarity classification

as well as irony detection.

Besides the traditional task on message-level

polarity classification, in the next edition of

Evalita special focus should be given to entity-

based sentiment analysis. Given a tweet contain-

ing a marked instance of an entity, the classifica-

tion goal would be to determine whether positive,

negative or neutral sentiment is attached to it.

As for the role of figurative language, the anal-

ysis of the performance of the systems participat-

ing in SENTIPOLC irony detection subtask shows

the complexity of this issue. Thus, we believe that

further investigation of the role of figurative lan-

guage in sentiment analysis of tweets is needed, by

also incorporating the lesson learnt from the task

on figurative language at SemEval 2015 (Ghosh et

al., 2015). Participants would be required to pre-

dict the overall polarity of tweets containing fig-

urative language, distinguishing between the lit-

eral meaning of the message and its figurative, in-

tended meaning.

4 Feasibility

The annotated data for entity linking tasks (such

as our proposed Task 1) typically include the start

and end offsets of the entity mention in the tweet,

the entity type belonging to one of the categories

defined in the taxonomy, and the URI of the

linked DBpedia resource or to a NIL reference.

For example, given the tweet @FabioClerici

sono altri a dire che un reato.

E il "politometro" come lo chiama

#Grillo vale per tutti. Anche

per chi fa #antipolitica, two entities

are annotated: FabioClerici (offsets 1-13)

and Grillo (offsets 85-91). The first entity is

linked as NIL since Fabio Clerici has not

resource in DBpedia, while Grillo is linked

with the respective URI: http://dbpedia.

org/resource/Beppe_Grillo. Analysing

similar tasks for English, we note that organizers

provide both training and test data. Training data

are generally used in the first stage, usually ap-

proached by supervised systems, while the linking

stage is generally performed using unsupervised

or knowledge based systems. As knowledge

base, the Italian version of DBpedia could be

adopted, while the entity taxonomy could consist

of the following classes: Thing, Event, Character,

Location, Organization, Person and Product.

As for Task 2, it is basically conceived as a

follow-up of the SENTIPOLC task. In order to en-

sure continuity, it makes sense to carry out the an-

notation using a format compatibile with the exist-

ing dataset. The SENTIPOLC annotation scheme

consists in four binary fields, indicating the pres-

ence of subjectivity, positive polarity, negative po-

larity, and irony. The fields are not mutually ex-
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clusive, for instance both positive and negative po-

larity can be present, resulting in a mixed polarity

message. However, not all possible combinations

are allowed. Table 1 shows some examples of an-

notations from the SENTIPOLC dataset.

Table 1: Proposal for an annotation scheme that

distinguishes between literal polarity (pos, neg)

and overall polarity (opos, oneg).
subj pos neg iro opos oneg description

0 0 0 0 0 0 objective tweet

1 1 0 0 1 0 subjective tweet

positive polarity

no irony

1 0 0 0 0 0 subjective tweet

neutral polarity

no irony

1 0 1 0 0 1 subjective tweet

negative polarity

no irony

1 0 1 1 1 0 subjective tweet

negative literal polarity

positive overall polarity

1 1 0 1 0 1 subjective tweet

positive literal polarity

negative overall polarity

With respect to the annotation adopted in SEN-

TIPOLC, two additional fields are reported to re-

flect the task organization scheme we propose in

this paper, including the sentiment analysis of

tweet containing figurative language. These fields,

highlighted in bold face, encode respectively the

presence of positive and negative polarity consid-

ering the eventual polarity inversion due to the use

of figurative language, thus the existing pos and

neg fields refer to literal polarity of the tweet.

For the annotation of the gold standard dataset for

SENTIPOLC, the polarity of ironic messages has

been annotated according to the intended mean-

ing of the tweets, so for the new task the literal

polarity will have to be manually annotated in or-

der to complete the gold standard. Annotation of

items in the figurative language dataset could be

the same as in the message-level polarity detec-

tion task of Evalita, but tweets would be oppor-

tunistically selected only if they contain figurative

language, so as to reflect the goal of the task.

For the entity-based sentiment analysis subtask,

the boundaries for the marked instance will be also

provided by indicating the offsets of the entity for

which the polarity is annotated, as it was done

for SemEval (Pontiki et al., 2014; Pontiki et al.,

2015). Participants who want to attempt entity-

based sentiment analysis only can use the data that

contains the gold output of Task 1, while those

who want to perform entity detection and linking

only, without doing sentiment analysis, are free to

stop there. Participants who want to attempt both

tasks can treat them in sequence, and evaluation

can be performed for the whole system as well as

for each of the two tasks (for the second one over

gold input), as it will be done for teams that par-

ticipate in one task only.

For both tasks, the annotation procedure could

follow the consolidated methodology from the

previous tasks, such as SENTIPOLC. Experts la-

bel manually each item, then agreement is checked

and disagreements are resolved by discussion.

Finally, so far little investigation was performed

about unsupervised methods and the possiblity

they offer to overcome domain-dependence of ap-

proaches based on machine learning. In a chal-

lenge perspective, supervised systems are always

promising since they guarantee a better perfor-

mance. A possible way to encourage teams to

explore original approaches could be to allow

submission of two separate runs for supervised

and unsupervised settings, respectively. Ranking

could be calculated separately, as already done for

the constrained and unconstrained runs in SEN-

TIPOLC. To promote a fair evaluation and com-

parison of supervised and unsupervised systems,

corpora from different domains could be provided

as train and test sets. To this aim, it could be pos-

sible to exploit the topic field in the annotation of

tweets used in the SENTIPOLC dataset, where a

flag indicates whether the tweets refer to the po-

litical domain or not. Hence, the train set could

be built by merging political tweets from both the

train and the test set used in SENTIPOLC. A new

test set would be created by annotating tweets in

one or more different domains.

To conclude, we presented the entity linking

and sentiment analysis tasks as related to one an-

other, as shown in the pipeline in Figure 1, speci-

fying that participants will be able to choose which

portions of the tasks they want to concentrate on.

Additionally, we would like to stress that this pro-

posal could also be conceived as two entirely sep-

arate tasks: one on sentiment analysis at the entity

level, including entity detection and linking, and

one on sentiment analysis at the message level, in-

cluding the detection of figurative readings, as a

more direct follow-up of SENTIPOLC.
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